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ABSTRACT. : The theory of neutral injection heating is reviewed and compari-
parisons with the experimental results are commented upon. 

INTRODUCTION 
The neutral injection heating of tokamak plasmas has so far been very 

successful. Ion temperature increases of the order of 100Z have been 
obtained on several experiments and there have been no adverse effects on 
confinement. This is not entirely unexpected since neutral injection is 
principally a source of ion heating and other effects such as electron heatirg, 
momentum transfer, induced beam currents etc., are small perturbations. In 
the next generation of heating experiments, however, these effects will be 
more significant. 

In this paper the present state of injection theory will be reviewed 
with particular emphasis on the consequences of high power injection. For 
convenience, the subject is divided into the following six sections: 
(1) Fast ion deposition; (2) The slowing down and scattering of the fast 
ions; (3) Energy and momentum transfer rates; (4) Heating of the thermal 
ions; (5) Other perturbations; (6) Microinstabilities. At the end of 
each section the theory will be compared with the experimental results that 
are relevant to that particular section. Finally, in Section 7 we list the 
questions that remain to be answered to establish neutral injection as a 
useful heating technique in reactors. 

1. Fast Ion Déposition 
The injected fast neutrals are trapped predominantly by charge exchange, 

proton ionization and electron ionization. The cross sections for these 
processes in the energy range of interest have been reviewed by Riviere 
and are reproduced in Fig.l in the form given by Sweetman . Essentially 
charge exchange is the dominant ionization process for energies below 40 keV 
and proton ionization is dominant above 40 keV. It has been shown theoreti-

(3) 2 
cally% ' that the cross section for ionization by impurities 0 is z 2 times the cross section for ionization by protons a (o ~ z 0 ). Thus p z p 
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the total cross jection o_ for ionization by the background ions is 

a_ = z , o . From the cross sections of Fig.l and using the last formula 
p (4) 

one may construct the following expression for the mean free path of a 

fast neutral 

A (cm) 
5.5 ef(keV) 

(n /1013cra"3) A, 
e f 

[ 
[1 + (zeff-l)(ef/40 Afke¥) ] 

-1 

1/z eff 
V £ < 40 A £ 

40 A, 

... (1) 

The number of ions deposited on a magnetic surface (that is the source 

rate S) can then be calculated as a function of the mean free path X and 

the radius of the minor cross section a. For a pencil beam of current I 0 

at an angle 6 to the magnetic axis and passing through the centre of the 

machine the source rate is 

" e"4*rRrsinÔ [ e x P [_" ̂  j X J + «** [_~ « ^ 1 T J J •• 
r -r 

<2> 

These pencil beams may then be summed numerically to form the beam profile 

as shown by Rome et al. . Examples of typical deposition profiles are 

given in Fig.2. For a reasonable fast ion profile we require that 1 < T — < 4 

where A 

ff (em») 

is the mean tree path at the centre (r * 0). 

It is fairly easy to get 

reasonable profiles for the 

present and next generation of 

experiments with a < .5 m 

using injection energies in 

the range 30-80 keV, but there 

may be a problem in reactors 

where a ~ 2 m. A possible 

solution to the penetration of 

the neutrals in reactors has 

recently been suggested by 

Jassby . In this scheme the 

fast neutrals are ionized in 

E,(kcv) the weak field region of a 

Fig.l toroidal field ripple and as 

a result they drift towards the centre of the device. On reachiTig the 

centre they are scattered out of the ripple region which is much weaker ttwre 

and become trapped. This techiiique may however suffer from microinstabili-

ties since the ions will have a very sharply peaked distribution in v x . 
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2. The Slowing Down and Scattering of the Fast Ions 
The fast ions lose their energy and are scattered by Coulomb collisions 

with the thermal ions and electrons. There have been several different 
fis ta q\ 

approaches here, analytic or numerical * solutions of che fast ion 
Fokker-Planck equation and 
Monte Carlo solutio-.s. In 
this review I will concentrate 
on the analytic solutions since 
I think the physics is more 
transparent there. Our start
ing point is the bounce averaged 
Fokker-Planck equation ' 
which includes the main effects 
of toroidal geometry such as 
banana orbits etc. This equa
tion may be written in terms of 
the constants of a particles 
motion v and 
Ç 

_ 3f 
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electric field 

where 
3 - z 

energy diffusion 
4 2 

source 

T • 3 m e V m./UoTT e z~ In A n ) , e -

e f f V 2 A f ' " ^ " 1 / 2 l T B o / f ç 2 » e-<B-V^ 
4-nlP / v / « „ V V ta A 7 t t r * av%*rf C Î •> r K f i ttstttl* 

i m fv f c 14.8 T e A t / À 2 / \ 
d8 and a similar expres

sion for <v/V|, >, y • 0.75 ir* and S is the source strength. 
In the analysis which follows we neglect the electric field and energy 

diffusion terms since these are usually small and have been considered else
where , The toroidal geometry enters through the bounce averfee quantities 
<v|(/v) and <v/v„), these are functions of the toroidal field gradient 
through the parameter t. Tnese functions only occur in the scattering 
tern, this neans that the geometry only effects the scattering, and the loss 
of energy is independent of the geometry. 

Since Eq, (3) is separable, the solution may be expressed as a series 
of eigenfunctions in the form f m ? ( \ c (r) 
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where the C 
n 

are the eigenfunctions of the equation 

< — > TZ \ 1 ST J * X« rii 

and the an(v) are obtained by integrating the subsidiary equation in v, 

a n(v) S T K St (1 - v/v ) s n o 

< v 3 + ^8^/3 

3 3(l+BXn/3) 
(v + v c ) 

(tf- (4) 

A typical contour plot of the distribution function f in v, Ç space 

is shown in Fig.3b and for comparison the case with no field gradient 

£ - 0 is shown in Fig.3a. The symmetry of the contours in Fig.3b around Ç « 0 

is caused by the banana orbits of the trapped ions. 
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We have recently extended this approach to deal with loss regions in velo

city space and Fig.4 chows the effect of a 'loss disc' at V ( |(o)/v- 0.42. 

The loss region could be thought of as being due to the poor containment 

of ions which are on banana orbits or trapped in the magnetic field ripples. 

Clearly injecting close to velocity space loss regions will result in a 

substantial loss of power, particularly if the z f . » 1 when the scatter

ing is lirge, A numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation with a loss 
(8) disc region has also been given by Callen et al. , however in this work the 

effects of toroidal geometry were not included in the scattering operator. 

There have been extensive checks of the slowing down theory against the 

experimental results on several machines . It is found that both the 

tine dependent behaviour of a pulse of fast ions and the equilibrium distri

bution of the fast ions are accurately predicted by the theory and so we must 

conclude that with the present levels of injection power the energy loss and 

scattering is close to classical. 
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3. Energy and Momentum Transfer Rates 
2 

The power transfer can be obtained by multiplying Eq.(3) by j mv and 

integrating over velocity space. The resulting transfer rates, for the case 

without loss regions are 

... (5) Q . • m, v / v a dv 
Til f c o 

m, / v a dv 
i o 

to the ions and electrons respectively. As pointed out earlier both these 

expressions are independent of the geometry. Substituting the expression 

for a from equation (4) we can then calculate the fraction of energy 

going to the electrons and ions as a function of the injection energy and 

this is given in Fig.5. 

The toroidal momentum balance is more complicated, after multiplying the 

guiding centre Fokker-Planck equation by mvÇ and integrating over velocity 

space and 6 the resulting momentum balance equation may be expressed in 

the form (11) 

± J dv J c dC [v £ {(v* • v

3)f} - il -A 3 
r 
c 

3f 
v: j w + v" s T .] + era o. i 

... (6) 

The first term of Eq.(6) is the loss of momentum through friction with 

the thermal ions and electrons, the second term is the loss of momentum 

through scattering and the third term is the input of momentum from the 

source. The final term is the loss of momentum by radial diffusion of the 

fast ions (inward transport for coinjection, outward for counterinjection). 

Typically a fast ion diffuses one banana width during its slowing down time 

and so this should not seriously affect the deposition of fast ion energy in 

machines in which the fast ion banana width is small. This effect may have 

been observed in Ormak where for small ohmic currents (hence fat bananas) the 

counterinjection was less effective at plasma heating than coinjection. 

1,1.00 ttv 1,30.00 «V SOURCE t, 0.*5 (,0.60 

Cfntovr* of t. vith * toff 6lic region (t 
( • ( • ,tt, fr»eeiofl of pov«r loit • 0,t, 

Fig. 4 " f c * 
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4. Heating of the Thermal Ions 

The transport equations including the injection heating terms have 
(8) 

been given by Callen et al. . The ion power balance equation can be put 

in the form 

37 (l n T ) = Qei " *cx + r - ^ [ r ( n i K i " ^ ^ D i T i " ^ 
electron-ion 

transfer 
charge , * thermal conduction convection exchange 

• 

+ 0^. ... (7) 

injection 
heating 

where the last term is the power from the fast ions which was derived in the 

last section and the K. and D. are the coefficients of thermal conduction 

and diffusion. For small changes in the ion temperature caused by the heat-
(8) ing, Callen et al. give the following perturbation solution of the above 

equation 

AT. r- P. An / 3tn T . \ 3£n T . ~\ lr , 31n T . "1 

TT- [ H - S H ^ N T H O * " . -s i l ] / [ l - * i - i i r l J 
l •— ei e x e ' o — ' I *- l —' 

... (8) 

3 
Here, AT., An and An are changes in the central values, P. « SQ.d x , 

P . • /d x Q . and T . • d/dt (Jtn /d x n. T.) is the average ion contain-
ei xei ei i l 

ment time. The scaling of T . with ion temperature is as follows; 
Î 

neoclassical heat conduction (banana and Pfirsch-Schluter) T . ~ T. , 
-3/2 -I x 

(plateau) T . ~ T. , charge exchange T . ~ T. *. 
i Q J X ei i 

In the early experiments the ion temperature increase was of order 

20% and too small for any realistic assessment of scaling to be made. Experi

ments on A.T.C. in which the temperature increase was around 50% were compared 

with numerical solutions of Eq.(7) by Stott . The variation of ion 

temperature with density and injected power was found to fit a model in which 

the ion thermal conductivity was neoclassical. In recent experiments on 

A.T.C., Ormak and T.F.R. ion temperature increases of the order of 100% have 

been observed and in some conditions the central ion temperature is greater 

than the electron temperature. All of the experiments report that the 

temperature increase is proportional to the injected power and in Ormak this 

temperature increase is consistent with the energy loss being neoclassical. 
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5. Other Perturbations 

As well as heating the thermal ions the injected fast ions should modify 

many of the other plasma parameters. Although with the present injection 

powers these modifications are small, higher injection power should produce 

more significant effects, and these are now listed. 

(fl) Electron heating 

Using a similar perturbation technique of the electron power 

balance equation we arrive at the following expression for the 

electron temperature increase 

AT P 
e e 

T Vl-P . 
e ei 

In the present experiments the ohmic input power VI is considerably 

greater than the power going directly to the electrons so one would 

expect only a small rise in electron temperature as is observed. 

(b) Plasma rotation 

The fast ions lose momentum to the background plasma in the 

manner observed in Section 3. The plasma will then rotate if the 

rate of loss of toroidal momentum by the background is slow enough. 

Several classical momentum loss mechanisms have been suggested, 

perpendicular viscosity , convection , charge exchange 

and ripple viscosity . Perpendicular viscosity is very small 

indeed and hence can be neglected. The last three are more signi

ficant and loss by charge exchange could explain the small rotations 

observed in the present experiments. 

(c) Beam current 
— — — — — ^ 2i) 

It was first pointed out by Dhkawa that the fast ions 

constituted a current, the transfer of momentum from the electrons 

also generates an electron current which tends to cancel out the 

beam current. The effect upon this electron current of the trap
ping of electrons in the toroidal field gradient has been given by 

(20) 
Corner and Cordey% ', The resulting expression for the total 

beam induced current is:-

j - ^ e z £ [ l "S~7 • 1 ' 4 6 e i FJ7 A < z eff>] 
Î "t *î 

beam electron electron trapping 
current current 
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where A is given in reference (20) and n f v , which includes 
a correction due to the trapping of fast ions in the toroidal 
field gradient, is given in reference (11). 

In Ormak the induced beam current is calculated to be of the 
order of 5 kA with an ohmic current of 100 kA and so far has not 
been observed. In fact, no change in current or gap volts has 
been seeu in any of the tokamak experiments during injection. 

(26) Neutral injection experiments'on the Culham Levitron however, 
have reported the existance of this beam induced current, 

6. Microins tabilit ies 
There have been extensive surveys on the stability of these fast 

ion distributions. Since the fast ion distribution is anisotropic and also 
3f A 

has -g— > 0 (where v^ is in the direction of injection) there is free energy 
available to drive instabilities. As far as tangential injection is concerned, 
provided the injection velocity v 0 < v., then the only possible mode is the 
longitudinal ion sound mode and this is heavily Landau damped by the background 
ions unless T > 10 T., and even when this inequality is not satisfied electron 

e x 2 J 
Landau damping stabilises this mode if T < (eb/T ) (me/m£)*. 

For perpendicular injection, the fast ion distribution is similar to 
that of a mirror machine and hence one expects the distribution to be unstable (25) to the usual loss cone type of instabilities . Indeed preliminary 
measurements on TFR indicate the presence of some r.f. emission accompanying 
the injection of the fast ions. As mentioned earlier, all the experimental 
evidence on the slowing down of the fast ions suggest-, that it is close to 
classical. 

7, Conclusions and Future Questions 
To summarise, initial experiments on neutral injection heating have been 

very successful. The ion temperature has been doubled and the ions appear 
to slow down classically. 

The following questions remain to be answered by experiments with higher 
power injection, 

(1) What is the limit of this heating technique? Can a tokamak be 
sustained by injection heating alone? 

(2) Does the short penetration distance of the fast neutrals in the 
presence of impurities restrict the technique to small machines? 

(3) Is it necessary to minimise anisotropy or momentum input to the 
plasma for stability or equilibrium reasons? 

(4) Can the beam induced current maintain the tokamak equilibrium, 
allowing tokamaks to be operated in a steady state mode? 
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